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a b s t r a c t

The influence of different wind stress bulk formulae on the response of the Southern Ocean circulation to

wind stress changes is investigated using an idealised channel model. Surface/mixed layer properties are

found to be sensitive to the use of the relative wind stress formulation, where the wind stress depends on

the difference between the ocean and atmosphere velocities. Previous work has highlighted the surface eddy

damping effect of this formulation, which we find leads to increased circumpolar transport. Nevertheless the

transport due to thermal wind shear does lose sensitivity to wind stress changes at sufficiently high wind

stress. In contrast, the sensitivity of the meridional overturning circulation is broadly the same regardless of

the bulk formula used due to the adiabatic nature of the relative wind stress damping. This is a consequence

of the steepening of isopycnals offsetting the reduction in eddy diffusivity in their contribution to the eddy

bolus overturning, as predicted using a residual mean framework.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The transfer of momentum between the atmosphere and ocean is

usually parameterised as a stress applied at the surface. Arguments

originating from the theory of vertical turbulent transfers give rise to

the following expression for the applied stress

τrelative = ρacd|U10 − us|(U10 − us), (1)

where U10 = (U10,V10) is the 10 m (atmospheric) wind velocity, us =
(us, vs) is the surface ocean velocity, ρa is air density, and cd is a drag

coefficient, which itself may be a weak function of U10 − us. We will

refer to the use of Eq. (1) to calculate wind stress as using “relative

wind stress.” In the limit that us � U10, known as the resting ocean

approximation, Eq. (1) can be simplified to

τresting = ρacd|U10|U10. (2)

The use of relative wind stress leads to a slight decrease in the

stress felt by the ocean, relative to the resting ocean approximation.

This contributes to a reduction of the power input to the ocean cir-

culation by ∼20–35% (Duhaut and Straub, 2006; Hughes and Wilson,
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2008; Zhai and Greatbatch, 2007; Zhai et al., 2012). Since the power

input from the wind is a major source of energy to the ocean (Ferrari

and Wunsch, 2009; Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004) this could have signifi-

cant consequences for the large-scale ocean circulation, its variability,

and its sensitivity to changes in surface wind stress.

Relative wind stress exerts a torque on individual eddies that

opposes their circulation and so directly damps them. This is due

to the increase in the velocity difference between ocean and atmo-

sphere from one side of the eddy to the other (see Fig. 1 of Zhai

et al., 2012). This acts as a drag at the surface of the ocean and sig-

nificantly increases the rate of spindown of waves and eddies via

the introduction of “top friction” (Dewar and Flierl, 1987). In regions

in which mesoscale eddies play an important role in ocean circula-

tion/dynamics, such as the Southern Ocean, this could indicate an

important role for relative wind stress.

The Southern Ocean is subject to strong atmospheric winds and

makes a large regional contribution to the global integral of me-

chanical power input to the ocean (Wunsch, 1998). It has a strong

influence on global climate, via its Residual Meridional Overturn-

ing Circulation (RMOC) and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC)

(Meredith et al., 2011). Mesoscale eddies play prominent roles in the

momentum (Johnson and Bryden, 1989; Munk and Palmén, 1951),

heat (Bryden, 1979; Jayne and Marotzke, 2002; Meijers et al., 2007),

and kinetic energy (Abernathey et al., 2011; Cessi, 2008; Cessi et al.,

2006) budgets of the Southern Ocean. The role that relative wind
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stress might play in the dynamics and circulation of the Southern

Ocean can be usefully framed in terms of a residual mean treatment

of the RMOC.

In residual mean theory, the streamfunction of the RMOC is writ-

ten as the combination of the Eulerian mean MOC (�) and the eddy-

induced bolus overturning (�∗) (see, e.g., Marshall and Radko, 2003),

i.e.

�res = � + �∗ = − τ x

ρ0 f
+ Ks. (3)

In Eq. (3), τ x is the time-mean zonal wind stress, ρ0 is the Boussi-

nesq reference density, f is the Coriolis parameter, K is the quasi-

Stokes/eddy diffusivity for the buoyancy field (b = −g(ρ − ρ0)/ρ0)

and s = −by/bz is the isopycnal slope. There are a considerable num-

ber of ways to formulate the dependence of K on external parameters.

For the current purpose, the most informative is to use mixing length

theory (Prandtl, 1925) to relate K to the product of an eddy length and

eddy velocity scale, i.e. Leddy and Ueddy, such that K = LeddyUeddy (see,

e.g., Green, 1970; Stone, 1972; Eden and Greatbatch, 2008).

In Eq. (3), it is the mean wind stress that plays a role in setting the

residual overturning. Relative wind stress can therefore directly im-

pact the residual overturning by reducing τ x. Furthermore, the direct

damping of the eddy field can be reasonably expected to alter both

Leddy and Ueddy, i.e. K, and, hence, the eddy-induced bolus overturn-

ing and net RMOC. Intuition suggests that damping the eddy field will

reduce Ueddy and K, and hence �∗.

A further indirect effect can also occur through the isopycnal

slope, s, which can be related to the zonal volume transport of the ACC

via thermal wind. Eddies play a large role in setting the stratification

of the ocean (e.g. Karsten et al., 2002) as part of a dynamic balance

with other processes. Damping eddies at the surface may alter the

balance between processes that set the stratification and so change s.

This would then have a knock-on effect on the bolus overturning and

zonal transport of the ACC. As an example, in the quasi-geostrophic

Southern Ocean simulations of Hutchinson et al. (2010) the use of rel-

ative wind stress results in a 38 Sv increase in circumpolar transport.

This comes about due to steepening of isopycnals and an increase in

the geostrophic velocity field via thermal wind shear.

The above discussion is framed in terms of a particular wind stress

and the ocean circulation/stratification that results. However, when

the wind stress over the Southern Ocean changes, the mesoscale eddy

field also responds. This leads to a decrease in the sensitivity of the

circumpolar transport of the ACC (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2001;

Tansley and Marshall, 2001) and of the RMOC (Farneti et al., 2010;

Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006) to changes in wind stress when

the eddy field is resolved instead of parameterised. These phenom-

ena are known as eddy saturation (Straub, 1993) and eddy compen-

sation (Viebahn and Eden, 2010). Although there are subtleties to

the degree of eddy saturation/compensation that a particular model

may exhibit, e.g. the presence of shallow coastal shelves (Hogg and

Munday, 2014) or surface breaking continents (Munday et al., 2015)

and the use of fixed heat/buoyancy fluxes vs. restoring to a fixed tem-

perature/buoyancy profile (Abernathey et al., 2011; Zhai and Munday,

2014, henceforth AMF11 and ZM14, respectively), their emergence

upon resolution of an eddy field is robust in many respects.

Many of the above cited papers use idealised model configura-

tions to investigate the effect changing wind stress on circumpolar

transport and/or the RMOC. In doing so, they usually use a specified

wind stress (e.g. AMF11; ZM14; Morrison and Hogg, 2013; Munday

et al., 2013). Applying a constant wind stress is certainly within the

idealised spirit and design of such experiments. However, it rules out

the direct damping of the mesoscale eddy field that takes place un-

der relative wind stress and the role that this might play in setting

the sensitivity of the RMOC and/or stratification to changing winds.

In this paper we seek to answer the following questions: (1) Can

the impact of relative wind stress be modelled simply by accounting

for the reduced mean wind stress? (2) Does the direct damping of the

mesoscale eddy field have implications for Southern Ocean dynam-

ics? (3) Does relative wind stress significantly alter the sensitivity of

the circumpolar transport and the RMOC to wind stress changes?

We begin in Section 2 with a brief description of the experimen-

tal design and model domain. The control simulations of three suites

of experiments are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 briefly derives

a simplified mechanical energy budget for the ocean including the

effects of relative wind stress. The sensitivity to wind stress changes

across the full suite of experiments is discussed in Section 5. We close

with a summary and discussion of our results in Section 6.

2. Experimental design

In order to investigate the impact of relative wind stress, and

its associated eddy damping effects, on Southern Ocean dynamics

we adopt the idealised MIT general circulation model (MITgcm, see

Marshall et al., 1997a; 1997b) configuration of AMF11, adapted to a

coarser grid spacing by ZM14. This model domain is a zonally re-

entrant channel that is 1000 km in zonal extent, nearly 2000 km in

meridional extent, and 2985 m deep with a flat bottom. There are

33 geopotential levels whose thickness increase with depth, ranging

from 10 m at the surface to 250 m for the bottom-most level.

The horizontal grid spacing is chosen to be 10 km, which is suf-

ficiently fine so as to permit a vigorous eddy field without incurring

undue computational cost. This grid spacing makes the model eddy-

permitting, rather than eddy-resolving, with the control wind stress

(see below for forcing details) giving a first baroclinic Rossby radius in

the range of ∼5 km near the southern boundary and ∼25 km near the

northern. It is important to note that the eddies are generally several

multiples of the deformation radius in size and that use of a 10 km

grid spacing does not preclude the emergence of a high degree of

eddy saturation (Munday et al., 2015) and as such we deem it suf-

ficient for our purposes.

We employ the K-profile parameterisation (KPP) vertical mixing

scheme (Large et al., 1994) and a linear bottom friction in addition to

the much weaker drag from a noslip bottom boundary condition. The

equation of state is linear and only temperature variations are consid-

ered. The model is set on a β-plane and lateral boundaries are noslip.

Parameters values for bottom friction, viscosity, etc., are as given in

Table 1.

The model’s potential temperature, θ , is forced by a heat flux at

the surface given by

Q(y) =
{−Q0sin(3πy/Ly), for y < Ly/3

0, for y > Ly/3
(4)

Table 1

Model parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Domain size Lx , Ly 1000, 1990 km

Latitude of sponge edge Lsponge 1890 km

Domain depth H 2985 m

Reference density ρ0 1000 kg m−3

Thermal expansion coefficient α 2 × 10−4 K−1

Coriolis parameter f0 −1 × 10−4 s−1

Gradient in Coriolis parameter β 1 × 10−11 m−1s−1

Surface heat flux magnitude Q0 10 W m−2

Control wind speed U0 12 m s−1

Bottom drag coefficient rb 1.1 × 10−3 m s−1

Sponge restoring timescale tsponge 7 days

Sponge vertical scale he 1000 m

Horizontal grid spacing 	x, 	y 10 km

Vertical grid spacing 	z 10–250 m

Vertical diffusivity (θ ) κv 10−5 m2 s−1

Horizontal diffusivity (θ ) κh 0 m4 s−1

Vertical viscosity (u) Av 10−3 m2 s−1

Horizontal hyperviscosity (u) A4 1010 m4 s−1
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